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Swimming 10 kilometres 
is a big deal! For mo! 
people it is a similar 
challenge to running a 
marathon.

Your aim is to swim three 
times a week with a sho! 
technical session, a fitness 
session and a long swim.

If you do not have the time 
in your week for a long swim 
or you dislike long swims you 
can choose to swim more 
frequently, say five times  
a week.

SHORT TECHNICAL SESSION

Sho! technical sessions around 45 minutes a 
week focusing on drills and technique.

Use the Good Swim Technique section to 
diagnose your swimming weaknesses and 
the drills provided to work on body position, 
leg kick, arm pull and so on. For example, do 
four lengths of a drill, then two lengths of full 
"roke, building good technique in a drill. It 
can work to build your drills session around a 
weekly theme.

FITNESS SESSION

Fitness sessions around 90 minutes a week, 
during which you may cover the same 
di"ance as a long swim with a focus on 
interval training.

A fitness session should be a traditional 
interval-based session (you push hard for a 
few lengths, take it easy for a few lengths, 
and so on). You could join Tri clubs and ASA 
ma"ers swimming groups or swim fitness 
courses to boo" your fitness training.

Being in a group is a great way to motivate 
yourself and it takes the pressure o# – all you 
need to do is show up, and the session will be 
run for you.

TRAINING PLAN:  
DESIGNING SWIMMING SESSIONS THAT SUIT YOU
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LONG SWIM

Long swims which will "a! at 2.5k and peak 
at 8k, 2-3 weeks before the event. Either a 
long continuous swim outside or "eady-
"ate swim in a pool where you should try not 
to touch the wall and keep it continuous.

Enjoying your long swim

Some of the ways to make your long swim 
enjoyable are by swimming with others, 
swimming in a beautiful place and swimming 
outside. By the time you do your 8k swim 
three weeks before the event you’ll be 
swimming for around two and a half hours, 
so it makes sense to find a way to enjoy it!

Long swim training tips:

1. GET OUTDOORS! Many outdoor swimmers  
 will enjoy making at lea" a few of their  
 long swims A to B swims in a river, sea or  
 lake. 

2. GET SOME COMPANY Find other swimmers  
 by joining your local outdoor swim   
 group, see the Outdoor Swimming   
 Society’s Wild Swim Groups web li" which  
 feature swim groups by region ho"ed on  
 Facebook or In"agram. Or use fitness   
 apps such as Strava and Garmin to find  
 others to train with.
3. SWIM IN A LIDO A long one if possible. The  
 less o$en you have to turn, the quicker the  
 time will go.
4. VISIT AN OPEN WATER TRAINING VENUE   
 Here you will meet open water swimmers  
 and triathletes and train in marked out  
 courses (typically 1km-1 mile).
5. SWIM FOR A LENGTH OF TIME Calculate  
 how much time you are likely to take for  
 your session rather than counting lengths  
 – leaving your mind free to focus on your  
 "roke and enjoying the feel of the water.
6. SPEND SOME QUALITY TIME IN OPEN   
 WATER: The more time you can spend in  
 open water with a natural temperature,  
 the better your acclimatisation will be for  
 the day.

TRAINING PLAN:  
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https://www.outdoorswimmingsociety.com/uk-wild-swimming-groups/%20
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SWIMMING SAFELY

CROSS TRAINING

You should be aware of the increased risks when doing a long outdoor swim, including 
getting cold, encountering watercra$ and di"ance from the shore. These risks can be 
moderated with common sense; for example, by swimming with someone, wearing a brightly 
coloured hat, a tow float and swimming along the shore. See the Outdoor Swimming Society 
website’s Survive section.

You should refuel during sessions of an hour or more with energy drinks or gels.

Pilates or yoga has a good cross-over e#ect as swimming is all about mobility and improving 
your range of motion will help your technique.

There are limited cross-over benefits from cycling and running as they use di#erent muscle 
groups – although they will get you fitter.

TRAINING PLAN:  
DESIGNING SWIMMING SESSIONS THAT SUIT YOU

https://www.outdoorswimmingsociety.com/category/survive/
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DESIGNING YOUR TRAINING 
PLAN AND FITNESS SESSIONS

A printable version of this 
cha! is available on the la" 
page of this guide.

Use this sample training plan along with other online resources to help design your own plan.

TRAINING PLAN:  
DESIGNING SWIMMING SESSIONS THAT SUIT YOU

WEEKS TO SWIM

13 2.5km

12 3km

11 3km

10 3km

9 3.5km

8 4km

7 4.5km

6 5km

5 6km

4 6.5km

3 8km

2 7km

1 5km

90 MINUTE 
FITNESS SESSION NOTES

LONG SWIM

 AVERAGE TRAINING 
DISTANCE TO SWIM 

ONCE A WEEK

45-60 MINUTE 
TECHNICAL

SESSION 
(emphasis on 

drills and skills)

SWIM = TOTAL 
SWIM DISTANCE  

& TIME
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Endurance swimmers can "ruggle to con"ruct enjoyable, te"ing swim sessions that help 
improve their technique, speed and "amina. While you may know the basics – warm-
up fir", work hard, warm-down – you may not know how to put together varied training 
sessions that will seem fresh and enjoyable a$er weeks or months of repetition.

To ensure that your sessions are giving you the be" chance of physical improvement it is 
impo!ant to "ick to a proven, solid session "ructure. Within the framework here there are 
elements that can be switched around and altered, such as drills, sets and exercises, so you 
can design your own sessions using well-known training principles. 

A 90 minutes swim training session could be broken down as follows.

Warm-up – 15% of the session (13/14 minutes)

The warm-up should be based around easy swimming to mobilise your muscles and 
encourage blood flow.

The warm-up o$en "a!s on dry land prior to getting in the pool for either a training session 
or race. Like a warm-up before a run, the idea is to warm and loosen the body ahead of a 
period of intense activity.

Usually this means an easy swim, predominantly front crawl (FC) or back"roke with some 
light drills thrown in. Swim aids such as paddles should be avoided due to the increased 
resi"ance they provide in the water.

TRAINING PLAN:  
DESIGNING SWIMMING SESSIONS THAT SUIT YOU
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Fly arms and brea""roke kick are also not usually used in the early pa!s of a warm-up due 
to the higher intensities they require. While you should be getting your hea! rate going, you 
shouldn’t be pushing it up too far at this point.

Fir" sub-set – 25% of the session (23 minutes)

This is an extension of the warm-up to build hea! rate (HR) levels or to introduce some skills 
that need to be practiced while fresh.

Main set – 40-50% of the session (between 36-45minutes) 

This is a su"ained period where your hea! rate is elevated.

For the main set focus on the swim training plan, whether that is endurance, speed, 
technique, or a combination of all three. Exercises will be pe%ormed in a number of ways to 
promote these elements.

There are several training methods that can be used to promote and develop these aspects. 
While all should not be used in the same session, mixing them up will ensure that your time 
in the pool is well spent and never dull. Some of the more popular exercises and training 
variants are as follows.

Interval sessions

When attempting a session, there are several ways the e#o!s can be increased to help 
elevate your hea! rate. Four key areas are adju"able to make the session more intense  
and productive.

TRAINING PLAN:  
DESIGNING SWIMMING SESSIONS THAT SUIT YOU
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Fir", the di"ance of the repeats you swim. For example, if in week one you attempt 4 x 200m, 
by week four you should be attempting 4 x 300m. An example of an interval swim would 
be giving yourself 2 minutes to swim 100m front crawl in the fir" week, before attempting 
another repeat.

As your fitness improves you’ll get more re" as you swim each 100m fa"er. A$er several 
weeks the interval might come down to 1:50 minutes.

The number of repeats swum may also be increased, adding to the intensity of the session. 
In the fir" week you may only make 5 x 100m on your interval before reaching exhau"ion.

The following week you might aim for 8 x 100m on the same interval. The aim time is the final 
variable that can be manipulated. You might decide on 8 x 100m front crawl with an interval 
of 2 minutes but a target of 1:45 minutes, meaning you get 15 seconds re" before "a!ing 
again. A$er four repeats at this pace the e#o! might be too much and you slip to 1:50 
minutes. These are the benchmark times and e#o!s you should bear in mind and record on 
your training plan.

With a few weeks training hopefully you would improve and can try the 8 x 100m front 
crawl with an interval of 2 minutes with a time of 1:45 minutes. If you make the set, you 
might increase the number of repeats to 12 or bring the interval down to 1:50 minutes that’ll 
encourage you towards a target of 1:40 minutes.

Your target time is o$en worked out using your be" time and the percentage of e#o! 
needed for a pa!icular set.

TRAINING PLAN:  
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Hea! Rate (HR)

In"ead of a time-based target, you could (with a hea! rate monitor) base your fitness 
session intervals on hea! rates. Your interval could also be HR-based leading to a set such 
as 8 x 100m front crawl with a target of 80% of your max HR and a re"ing period interval 
down to 60%.

This means that when you finished your 100m swim, you can check your HR to ensure it was 
80% of your maximum. You would check it repeatedly until it fell to 60% of your maximum HR.

This "yle of training is highly individualised and would potentially cause some issues if done 
in a lane with four swimmers taking di#erent approaches.

Build swims

A build swim involves increasing pace and e#o! gradually throughout the duration of the 
assigned di"ance. You could either do this time-based or with e#o! levels. For in"ance, 6 x 
300m build front crawl. The fir" 100m of the 300m should be at 60%, the second at 70% and 
the third at 80%.

For a time-based build swim, you could improve by approximately 5 seconds per 100m for 
the duration of the 300m. Despite di#ering e#o! levels between 100m, the 300m swim is 
continuous (the re" period will be taken a$er 300m). If there’s a large wall-mounted clock to 
the side of your lanes you might be able to check your split times.

TRAINING PLAN:  
DESIGNING SWIMMING SESSIONS THAT SUIT YOU
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Reducing/descending sets

A reducing set would mean that repeat a$er repeat gets quicker than the previous set. 
Targets could be assigned as either time-based or e#o!-based, depending on your 
preference.

For in"ance, if your main set is 4 x 200m front crawl, from 60% to maximum, the fir" set 
would be swum at 60% e#o!, the next at 75%, the third might be 85-90% and finally you’d 
finish the la" at maximum e#o!.

From a time-based point of view, you should aim for specific target times. Now you’d reduce 
hitting 2:40 minutes on the fir" 200m, 2:30 minutes on the second, 2:20 minutes on the third 
and to finish with your be" e#o!. A challenge might even be set that could be to try and 
break 2:15 minutes.

Second sub-set – Optional, no more than 10% of the session (nine minutes)

This can be added to "a! a longer, more technical warm-down depending on the intensity 
of the main set. Sometimes this second sub-set will be used specifically for sprint work.

Swim-down/cool-down –  No more than 10% (five to 10 minutes)

Easy swimming at the end of the session is vital, as it aids recovery from a tough training 
session. It usually takes the form of a su"ained easy swim to help remove the lactic acid 
build-up in the body and return HR and rates of breathing back to normal levels. A training 
session would always finish with a 200-400m cool-down, perhaps longer if the session has 
been especially intense.

TRAINING PLAN:  
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WEEKS TO SWIM

13 2.5km

12 3km

11 3km

10 3km

9 3.5km

8 4km

7 4.5km

6 5km

5 6km

4 6.5km

3 8km

2 7km

1 5km

90 MINUTE 
FITNESS SESSION NOTES

LONG SWIM

 AVERAGE TRAINING 
DISTANCE TO SWIM 

ONCE A WEEK

45-60 MINUTE 
TECHNICAL

SESSION 
(emphasis on 

drills and skills)

SWIM = TOTAL 
SWIM DISTANCE  

& TIME


